
We, the undersigned, are writing to request under Standing Order 17 of the Council’s Procedural 

Standing Orders that a deputation attend Full Council (“Council”) on Tuesday 15 October 2019 in 

regards to Item 8 on the agenda: “Constitution Review [Reference from Community and 

Engagement Committee (the “CEC”) – 24 September 2019]”.  

The deputation asks that Council Members respond to the points raised by our deputation relating 

to proposed changes to community call-in (“call-in”) procedures before deciding on this matter.  

We believe that the proposed changes breach the Wednesbury Principles of Reasonableness (“the 

Wednesbury principles”). We also believe that they deny residents their legitimate right to hold 

Council decision-makers to account, to challenge any failure of the council’s fiduciary duty to make 

“informed” decisions and to deliver “sustainable” outcomes for local council business rate and 

council tax payers, and that they deny residents the ability to lead Council policies and strategies and 

to give informed input in to the review of council decisions that affect them.  

The proposed changes are being introduced as the Council finalises a Local Plan for massive 

development across the Borough that will turn The Royal Borough of Kingston-upon-Thames in to a 

City Borough in just 22 years. The scale of the plan and its environmental impact has never been 

democratically agreed and any attempts to challenge it have been thwarted 

First point for consideration: DEPUTATION’S RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO CALL-INS 

A. A community call-in will need no minimum number of signatures if it makes evidenced claims 

of a breach of any statutory duty 

B. Community call-in requirements will relate to actual responses to the council’s own 

consultation responses as follows: 

i. The community call-in requirement will be 5% of the mean average number of formal 

responses to council consultations received from residents by the council each counted once for each 

consultation - divided by the number of consultations to which those people responded over the 

previous calendar year  

ii. If 5% of the mean average responses to consultation received by the council over the 

previous calendar year is fewer than 100 people, the default number of signatories required for a 

community call-in will revert to 100 people 

C. A councillor call-in will require support from 9 councillors or, in the case of a councillor call-in 

by an opposition party or opposition parties, the total number of opposition councillors in that party 

or parties on the council minus one person from each of the parties 

D. A community call-in will require a maximum of 100 signatures where: 

i. A Councillor call in has not happened because the threshold for such a call-in was not met but a 

majority of opposition councillors voted for a councillor call- in to take place 

ii. The decision being made is a policy or strategy decision which failed to achieve a response rate 

from residents to the specific consultation in question of at least 2% of the Borough's population  

iii. The decision being made is any decision in which the majority of residents by number who 

responded to the consultation opposed the decision that was made 

We ask you to consider the following additional points: 



1. The recommended changes are based on illogical, arbitrary, and spurious assertions and 

are flawed 

a. The “impact” of a call-in cannot be measured in terms of the cost and delay and late nights 

spent on council business, as these are part of the call-in PROCESS 

The recommended changes are a breach of the Wednesbury Principles which state: “in 

making the decision, is the council taking into account factors that ought NOT to be taken 

into account?” 

b. The recommended changes fail to take into account the positive impact” of call-ins. 

Approval will breach the Wednesdbury Principles because the decision “failed to take into 

account factors that ought to be taken into account” 

The benefits of a call-in, by responding to legitimate concerns that the council has not met 

statutory or fiduciary duties, made a robust decision that bears scrutiny or is not providing 

value-for-money for residents, far outweigh the costs, delay and staying-up-late required as 

part of the process to respect this democratic right 

c. The assertion is illogical that, by vastly increasing the number of people required to sign a 

call-in, this will “avoid the risk that a few people impact on the thinking on any given issue 

only at the culmination of the council’s decision-making process”. If there is robust evidence 

that council decision-making is flawed at this late stage, any number of residents, whether 

small or large, should be able to challenge the decision made 

d. The argument that the call-in process needs to be “proportionate” is meaningless because 

the word “proportionate” is not related to anything. “Proportionate” is defined as 

“corresponding in size or amount to something else”. The call-in process needs to be 

proportionate, for example, to a defined impact that the decision being challenged will have 

on the Borough’s residents  

e. It is asserted that a call-in needs to reflect “significant local concern”, the measure for which 

has been arbitrarily agreed as 2% of the electorate. For a decision to be challenged, 2310 

people would have to sign a call-in in 10 working days, compared to the council’s average 

consultation response rate of 500 people, including email responses not allowed in call-ins 

2. Discrimination and causing harm 

a. The requirement for a call-in to be signed by 2% of the electorate could represent 

discrimination against and harm to a person launching such call-in. Council officers and the 

CEC state that they want to protect councillors and residents from spending too much time 

and energy on council business and late-night meetings but they are prepared to put a huge 

and unjustified physical and psychological burden on anyone who may want legitimately to 

challenge a poor or unsound Council decision 

This appears to represent a breach of the Wednesbury Principles which asks whether a 

decision is “so unreasonable that no reasonable authority would ever consider imposing 

it”i.  

3. Proposed changes mean that decisions to allow or disallow a call-in could be made on an 

arbitrary basis 



The proposed requirements for a call-in to be valid in Part 4C, Annex 3 are so vague – with 

no definitions of words and terms or explanation of how a breach will be assessed and the 

thresholds for any breach- that any call-in could be considered not to be valid on an arbitrary 

basisii. This would be wholly undemocratic 

 

Signed on 13 October 2019 by: 

 

 
i The issue here is one of reasonableness not of whether other authorities have imposed the same draconian condition on their residents 

ii Evidence of how vague language could lead to an arbitrary decision on a call-in 

• a call-in must contain 1e “sufficient information to enable Members and Officers to adequately prepare for the review of the 

decision …” 

• … the decision must be 1e (i) “inconsistent” with established policy; or there must be a 1e (iii)“failure to consider a material 

consideration” 

• there must have been a 1e (iv) “procedural impropriety” or “insufficient legal or financial advice” must have been obtained;  

• 1e (v) significant new relevant issues raised which were not previously considered by the decision-making Committee, and 

lastly 

• 1 (g) The Council reserves the right not to host on its petitions portal information which …is “misleading or inaccurate” 


